
Rookie Corner - 274 by Brunel
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Across

1 Wagnerian theme 
encapsulates 
Deutschland Uber 
Alles, say (6)

5 Note biting satire 
used amiss in 
serious 
composition (8)

9 Partridge, maybe, 
ensnared by a 
heartless tourist, a 
legendary huntress 
(8)

10 Admitting 
blunder, after 
securing victory 
over Norman 
leader (6)

11 European court 
dissolves upon 
experts identifying 
man after 
conviction (10)

13 Rounds of drinks 
(4)

14 Escape from 
landslide (4)

15 Lying beside 
nude, one 
maddeningly 
stubborn (10)

18 Mesmerised by 
python, dies in 
convulsions (10)

20 Mail enclosure to 
be returned? Yes, 
no problem (4)

21 Instrument's 
strange 
accompaniment to 
sad ending (4)

23 Yon dreamy Echo 
modulates to 
liquid notes, 
perchance (5,5)

25 Athenians lacking 
heart and spirit to 
overcome city 
state (6)

26 Gee, this might 
define when the 
day ends! (8)

28 Gang finally lost 
trail - it could be 
waning (8)

29 So little time (6)

Down

2 Bug reported in 
hearing first 
removed, of 
course (9)

3 Keep getting 
direction wrong, 
causing delays 
(5,2)

4 Repair cut pieces 
(3)

5 When in drink, a 
round of this is for 
warming up (5)

6 Find celery, 
nothing being 
added, crunchy 
and green (11)

7 Rang up delegate 
in connection with 
contract (7)

8 Oriental 
enlightenment? 
(5)

12 Move table over 
part of window -
it's warmer at 
night (11)

16 Y-fronts for you, 
extremely smelly 
(3)

17 Bending north 
thus, sine curve 
features 
structurally here 
(6,3)

19 Opponents 
bungle, taking on 
single unbeatable 
opponent (7)

20 Test satellite in 
space, 
engendering fear, 
perhaps (7)

22 King, perhaps, or 
queen adhering to 
religious code (5)

24 Grant access! 
Need to get metre 
into passage (5)

27 Mother's Day 
needs a mother's 
introduction (3)


